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Junior Business Analyst
Description
We are employing a business analyst to join our undertaking group. You will work
close by other business analysts and report straightforwardly to the project
manager. Your fundamental assignments will incorporate performing itemized
prerequisites investigation, recording cycles, and playing out some client
acknowledgment testing. To prevail in this job you ought to have a characteristic
insightful perspective and have the option to make sense of troublesome ideas for
non-specialized clients.

Responsibilities

Assessing business processes, expecting necessities, revealing regions for
development, and creating and executing arrangements.
Driving continuous surveys of business cycles and creating streamlining
systems.
Keeping awake to-date on the most recent cycle and IT headways to
computerize and modernize frameworks.
Directing gatherings and introductions to share thoughts and discoveries.
Performing necessities investigation.
Recording and imparting the consequences of your endeavors.
Successfully imparting your experiences and plans to cross-practical
colleagues and the executives.
Gathering basic data from gatherings with different partners and delivering
helpful reports.

Qualifications
Bachelor’s Degree

Job Benefits

Increment would be at least a minimum of 15% every six months.
Relocation charges will be provided to you during your project
Medicinal, Dental and Vision benefits following 60 days of business.
Medical coverage qualified following 60 days of business.
Present moment and long haul handicap following 60 days of work.
401k retirement benefits plan qualified following half a year of work.

Only for international candidates on OPT/CPT:

Employer’s Confirmation Letter/CPT Letter/Offer Letter will be provided,
which you need to submit to your university within 90 days of the start of
your OPT.
OPT Extension Letter will be provided to those candidates who are qualified
for STEM extension.
H1B Sponsorship will be provided to OPT and CPT candidates only once
they join our client’s project.

 

Hiring organization
Talentheed, Inc.

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
Remote
Remote work possible

Base Salary
$ 50000 - $ 90000

Working Hours
40

Date posted
April 18, 2022

Valid through
11.05.2022
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